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What is Yoga?

• Yoga is a science dating back thousands of  years;

• Yoga is an ancient form of  exercise that focuses on strength, flexibility and 
breathing to boost physical and mental wellbeing. The main components of  
yoga are postures (a series of  movements designed to increase strength and 
flexibility) and breathing;

• The practice originated in India about 5,000 years ago and has been adapted 
in other countries in a variety of  ways. Yoga is now commonplace in leisure 
centres, health clubs, schools, hospitals and surgeries.



The Health Benefits of  Yoga

• Hundreds of  scientific trials and papers have been published on yoga.

• Studies suggest yoga is a safe and effective way to increase physical activity, 

especially strength, flexibility and balance.

• There's some evidence that regular yoga practice is beneficial for people with 

high blood pressure, heart disease, aches and pains – including lower back 

pain – depression and stress.



Yoga and Meditation

• The purpose of  doing Yoga is to meditate!

• According to the Harvard Medical School “A regular practice can help your 
brain better manage stress and anxiety that can trigger depression.” 
https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/yoga-for-anxiety-and-depression

• Available reviews of  a wide range of  yoga practices suggest they can reduce the 

impact of  exaggerated stress responses and may be helpful for both anxiety and 

depression. In this respect, yoga functions like other self-soothing techniques, such 

as meditation, relaxation, exercise, or even socializing with friends.

https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/yoga-for-anxiety-and-depression
https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/understanding-the-stress-response


Yoga and Thought Management

• We get 50000 – 60000 thoughts a day!

• Thought awareness is just that – being aware of  your thoughts and observing 
how some thoughts trigger an emotional and physical reaction in the body!

• Remember – a thought triggers an emotion which triggers an action/reaction

• Observe your thoughts – one of  the purposes of  meditation is to learn to 
observe your thoughts

• One of  the purposes of  Yoga is to meditate



Yoga and Trauma

• Recently, research by Bessel van der Kolk and colleagues at the Justice Resource Center
in Brookline, Massachusetts demonstrated the importance of  yoga in the treatment of  
PTSD. 

• The effects of  yoga practices are being shown to balance autonomic sympathetic activation, 
reduce blood pressure, improve neuroendocrine and hormonal activity, and decrease 
reported symptoms of  PTSD. 

• Their treatment model includes attending a trauma-sensitive yoga class as an adjunctive 
treatment alongside psychotherapy for PTSD. Focus on finding a yoga class in your 
community that feels nurturing and safe. Attending a yoga class has added benefits of  
developing community and reducing the isolation associated with PTSD.

http://www.traumacenter.org/clients/yoga_articles.php


Emotions and the Body

• We store emotions in the body and Yoga releases these emotions, e.g.  Anger 

in the liver, the weight of  the world on the shoulders, grief  in the lungs and 

the kidneys (Heal Your Body Heal Your Life by Louise Hay)

• Certain poses can release trapped emotions including poses to open up the 

pelvis, the shoulders and the chest.

• As well as reducing high blood pressure through making the arteries more 

flexible yoga helps with sleep and balances the nervous system.
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